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Abstract In this paper, we present buried waveguides fab-
ricated by fs laser writing in Nd3+ doped YLF crystal un-
der double line approach (Miura et al. in Appl. Phys. Lett.
71:3329–3331, 1997). The waveguides were made by focus-
ing two consecutive optical breakdown tracks (OBT) sepa-
rated by about 20 µm. To make the optimal OBT, we fo-
cused the fs-laser pulses 200 µm below surface at intensities
above the OB threshold for the material and controlled the
writing speed. The guiding structures were fabricated by us-
ing a Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) femtosecond (fs)
laser system. We chose the optimal writing parameters in
order to obtain suitable waveguides, using around 3 µJ en-
ergy and writing speed from 15 to 50 µm/s. After optically
exploring the waveguides by end-fire coupling, the guiding
structures showed good optical performance. Guiding index
profiles were retrieved from modal analysis by using Beam-
Prop (RSoft) commercial software. This spatial distribution
of the index increment, taking into account a lower refrac-
tive barrier on the OBT region plus the compressed region
between the tracks, was obtained correctly fitting profiles
modes.

Finally, optical spectroscopy measurements were also
performed in the waveguides. The results showed that the
luminescence properties of Nd3+ ions are preserved in the
waveguides compared with the values obtained for bulk.
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1 Introduction

From the appearance of the Chirped Pulse Amplification
femtosecond (fs) systems, the interaction of this kind of
laser pulses with optical materials gives rise to an impor-
tant research field which involves the fs laser writing inter-
action with optical materials. As it is well known, by using
this technology, nonlinear processes are the main responsi-
ble for the material processing, thus it is possible to modify,
in a controlled way, any optical materials by using this ex-
perimental procedure. This modification is firstly activated
by the ionization process which can be reached via multi-
photon absorption, avalanche or tunnel. After this process,
optical modification, damage or breakdown can be achieved
in the material, depending on the laser fluences used. During
this process, hugely free electrons within the plasma pro-
moted by the laser interaction are recombined in the net-
work, so, the fast cooling and shock waves originated are
the responsible for the formation of high density regions,
residual stress, defects, amorphous zones, etc. in the mate-
rial [1, 2].

In this sense, nowadays, the femtosecond (fs) laser writ-
ing represents a well established technique to achieve op-
tical circuits in a large number of materials by using ei-
ther optically passive or active samples [2–8]. As it is well
known, the technique can be conducted in any material by
adjusting the experimental parameters to obtain the desired
guiding structure by means of different writing strategies.
In this work we fabricated the buried waveguides by the so-
called “double line approach” method; this means that the
guiding structure is defined between two parallel and very
close (15 µm) optical breakdown tracks (OBT) which were
generated by laser writing. As it has been reported in sev-
eral papers, this interaction region is achieved at intensities
above the optical breakdown threshold where Coulomb ex-
plosion takes place inside the material so that the interaction
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regions keep a residual stress surrounding the tracks (guid-
ing region). Besides, the OBT larger expansion takes places,
therefore lower density walls also support the confined light
in these guiding structures. This kind of optical waveguides
guarantees high power confinement as well as the possibility
of tailoring several closed regions to guide the light even and
the best advantage is that they fabricate 3D optical guiding
structures [9–15].

The aim of this work was to achieve integrated waveg-
uides in short phonon systems in order to improve the lu-
minescence efficiency; the fluorides form part of this kind
of materials [23, p. 209]. These materials are important for
efficient luminescence applications since the luminescence
quantum efficiency is large due to the lower probability to
couple a large number of low energy phonon against the ra-
diative de-excitation. Besides, as it is well known, the YLF
crystal has a good thermal conductivity so that some draw-
back effects such as induced thermal birefringence and lens-
ing can be negligible [16, 17]. On the other hand, the Nd3+
ions as luminescence centers represent a synonym to the
laser excellence for any doping optical system as it has been
reported during the last decades [18, 19].

From a luminescence point of view, also the Nd3+ within
YLF crystal has advantages since it can be pumped for long-
time sources as diode lasers because of larger luminescence
lifetime in Nd:YLiF4 which is twice longer than in Nd:YAG
crystal.

In this paper we present suitable waveguides fabricated
by femtosecond laser writing under the double line approach
in Nd3+ doped YLF crystals. In this sense, propagation per-
formance, as well as optical spectroscopy, analyses were
carried out. Also, by using commercial software we obtained
the refractive index profile for the waveguide fabrication
procedure used in this work.

2 Experimental procedure

The waveguides were conducted following the well-estab-
lished technique of laser direct writing under double line
approach [20], i.e., these guiding structures were made by
focusing a CPA Ti:Saphire laser beam (centered at a wave-
length of 796 nm) into a rectangular sample of 10 mm (b) ×
16 mm (c) and 2 mm (a) thickness of Nd:YLF (YLiF4) crys-
tal keeping the relative displacement for both tracks written
at the same velocity, being the translation perpendicular to
the incident beam (transversal geometry). Using a repetition
rate of the CPA system of 1 kHz with about 120 fs duration
per pulse, the beam was focused 250 µm below sample sur-
face. As the result of the interaction is mainly determined
by two parameters, the laser fluence and the writing speed,
we manipulated these to obtain different OB tracks quali-

Fig. 1 (a) The picture shows a top view from the waveguide fabri-
cated in this work (left). The arrow is pointed to the waveguide which
was investigated in this work. (b) Optical microscopy image of a cross
section corresponding to a waveguide is detailed

ties. The waveguides were fabricated along the c axis1 of
the crystal. Previously to the beam focused by Leica lens of
20×, the energy per pulse was set at 30 and 50 µJ thus cor-
responding to a fluence of 25 and 42 J/cm2 in the sample,
taking into account the attenuation due filtering and losses
by an estimated factor of 6 × 10−2 for our arrangement. The
sample was moved at a speed ranging from 15 to 50 µm/s
by using a motorized translation stage in a micromachin-
ing station which is detailed in [14]. For generating the dou-
ble tracks we considered three different separations between
consecutive straight lines, 15, 20 and 25 µm.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Waveguides obtained

In Fig. 1(a) we can see the top view of the guiding struc-
tures obtained in this work. The lines show an almost smooth
track so we can expect good optical performance from these
guiding structures. On the other hand, Fig. 1(b) presents the
cross section from one of the buried waveguides fabricated
in this work. As it can be seen. the black tracks correspond
to the focused laser region and it is well known that the bril-
liant region between them corresponds to the guiding zone,
pointed by an arrow in the figure.

3.2 Optical propagation performance

In order to test light modes propagation in the visible gener-
ated tracks shown in Fig. 1, we assembled an end-fire system
coupling as it is described in Ref. [21]. Focusing with a 10×
objective laser beam peaked at 532 nm in one of the pol-
ished faces of the sample where the waveguides are located
parallel to laser propagation. At the output a similar 10×
microscope objective was used to collect the near field from
the waveguide. By focusing the output mode on the beam

1We chose this axis because of the lower absorption for the ordinary
propagation.
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profile analyzer (BPA) it was possible to find the intensity
modal distribution collecting the near-field pattern emerging
from the end-face. Taking into account the lens magnifica-
tion and the pixel resolution of BPA, the real size of modal
distribution could be determined. Then, the optical quality
of the waveguides was checked from the modal distribution
of each one. As a result, all the waveguides showed good
optical performance. Figure 2 shows the mode profile corre-
sponding to typical waveguide fabricated in this paper.

Finally, the propagation losses were estimated by means
of measuring the scattered light from the top of the waveg-
uides, which was recorded in a picture. By averaging many
registered pictures for the same waveguides we obtained a
value of 2 dB/cm, corresponding to the propagation losses
for the above guiding structure.

3.3 Simulation of index refractive profiles

By using commercial simulation software RSoft, it was
possible to simulate a double track waveguide, performed
over Nd-YLF crystal. The design tool BeamProp used was
based of the BPM (Beam Propagation Method) technique.
This well-known numerical method is used to solve the
Helmholtz equation of a monochromatic wave.

The BMP method supposes that the variation of the
wave shape is small over the propagation axis. Thus, us-
ing the Crank–Nicholson method of finite elements and im-
posing transparent boundary conditions allowed solving the
monochromatic wave equation. To perform this simulation,

Fig. 2 Typical near-field profile
of the waveguide fabricated in
this work with a launched
wavelength of 532 nm. Dashed
line box is just automatically
inserted by the commercial
software of CCD used to obtain
the profile, enclosing the zone
with higher intensity

Fig. 3 Cross section of function plot describing the refractive index
profile used to start the simulation with the RSoft software

a profile of refractive index was made as we assumed a start-
ing point for fitting a sum of Gaussian functions [9] as it is
sketched in Fig. 3. This index profile consisted of a central
Gaussian function, which represented an increment about
10−3 of the refraction index, and two symmetric Gaussian
functions with index of about −10−2. The distance between
the lateral Gaussian functions was set at 20 µm, similarly to
those used for the fabricated waveguides.

Based on a picture for the mode profile obtained from
a beam profile analyzer (BPA), and comparing it with the
mode given by the simulation, on the suggested Gaussian
profile it was possible to adjust the different index incre-
ments until making coincide the simulated and the real
mode. In this way we were able to retrieve the variation of
the refractive index obtained by this waveguide fabrication
procedure.

To perform the fitting of these modes, in the first place an
increment of the refraction index profile of 10−3 and a drop
of 10−2 were suggested (see Fig. 4). Then the simulation
was performed and the resulting mode was compared with
the mode obtained by the BPA; since these modes did not
fit, the increment of the refraction index was adjusted until
the simulated mode fitting with that obtained with the beam
profile analyzer (BPA). This was done by measuring the real
dimensions of the mode recorded by BPA and taking into
account the zoom given by the optical system and knowing
the CCD dimensions.

The final index profile adjust is shown in Fig. 5. The
wavelength used in the simulation was 532 nm, which is
the wavelength used to propagate in the optical experiments.
Also in Fig. 5, two modes, one corresponding to the simu-
lation and the other to the mode taken with the BPA for a
waveguide fabricated with 2 µJ and 25 µm/s, are shown.

Finally, we also performed a simulation for a wavelength
of 1064 nm in order to know the available laser performance
for these waveguides. The refraction index profile used was
that obtained after the above fitting (Fig. 5). The mode given

Fig. 4 Refractive index profile in the crystal resulting after fitting the
mode profile as is described in the text
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Fig. 5 Experimental (a) and simulated (b) guided mode propagated at
532 nm inside waveguide are shown. Also, simulated mode at 1064 nm
obtained from the resulted guiding structure is shown in (c). In (b) and
(c) the inset box shows waveguide’s region

by this simulation is also shown in Fig. 5(c). As can be seen,
the mode is almost confined within the waveguide region
which is delimited by an open black box.

3.4 Optical spectroscopy measurements

Two goals were achieved concerning optical spectroscopy
properties of Nd+3 as dopant of YLF crystal. The first
one was to compare bulk and waveguide mode photolumi-
nescence shape spectrum, and the second to estimate life-
time of photoluminescence Nd+3 laser level 4F3/2. Whereas

Fig. 6 Luminescence spectra after laser excitation at 532 nm. The red
and black lines correspond to waveguide and bulk emission spectra

for the former we worked in the continuous wave (cw)
regime, the latter was reached working under pulsed exci-
tation laser using a mechanical chopper. For measurements,
an optical cut filter was used to suppress the pump wave-
length.

The experimental arrangement was similar to that used
for optical performance measurements in Ref. [22]. The out-
put luminescence after pumping with cw laser at 532 nm was
focused into a fiber optical pigtail spectrometer.

We explored the IR emission spectra, corresponding to
4F3/2 → 4I9/2 transition (from 850 to 920 nm). This oc-
curs after non-radiative connection from 2G9/2 and 4G11/2

manifold to meta-stable 4F3/2 level. In Fig. 6 this lumines-
cence transition is observed including several peaks due to
Stark levels degeneracy [23]. Comparing the spectra, it can
be clearly observed that the shape spectrum corresponding
to Nd+3 ions is similar for the waveguide and bulk. This
is related to the fact that the waveguide fabrication process
keeps the main optical properties in the waveguides as in
bulk.

On the other hand, in order to obtain lifetime of 4F3/2, the
luminescence output signal from the waveguide was focused
onto a silicon detector connected to a digital oscilloscope.
Fitting the logarithmic of exponential decay temporal signal,
we obtained the constant which is the reciprocal lifetime, as
slope reciprocal. The results are presented as the fit slope of
linear curve in Fig. 7 for both bulk and waveguide emission,
being the slopes perfectly matched within experimental er-
ror. Both lifetime decays are ranged around 480 ± 20 µs.
As we expected, the waveguides fabrication technique pre-
served the spectroscopic characteristic of Nd3+ ions as they
represent a good candidate to perform laser action in this
kind of waveguide configuration.
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Fig. 7 Lifetime decays for the luminescence coming from the 3F3/2
meta-stable level corresponding to the Nd3+ ions in YLF crystals. The
open circles and triangles correspond to the waveguide and bulk

4 Conclusions

In this work we have presented suitable buried waveguides
made in Nd3+ doped YLF crystals under double line ap-
proach by means of femtosecond laser writing. A propaga-
tion loss of 2 dB/cm has been determined by registering the
scattering light from the top of the guiding structures.

By using commercial software RSoft the index profile
modification has been determined. For this, fitting the size
of the output and the simulated mode has been the key to
obtain the refractive index structure. The laser tracks have a
decrement of refractive index of about 10−2 while the region
between tracks reported an index increment of about 10−3.

Finally, from the laser excitation spectroscopic test the
luminescence properties corresponding to Nd3+ ions have
been preserved in these guiding structures as it has been
checked from the luminescence spectra and the higher mea-
sured lifetime (480 µs).

From the results found in this paper, the buried waveg-
uides in Nd3+ doped YLF crystals fabricated by fs laser
writing are a good candidate for laser action with best pre-
dictions.
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